
The PROC68 is a brand new high performance industrial videoscope. Through the comination of electronic 
joystick and virtual joystick on the touch screen, this instrument provides better controllability, flexibility and 
comfort. It allows observation of reas that are difficult to be observed directly through the human eyes, and 
provides better guarantee for product quality and instrument operation security.
This product is applicable to fields such as aeronautics, astronautics, energy, electric power, chemistry, 
machinery, car, military industry, special inspection,...
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2.Super High Performance 

8-inch IPS industrial wide-view HD LCD touch screen 

Effectively restore real colors and present more vivid images.Larger 

visual angle,good image quality in all directions,effectively reduce 

visual fatigue and improve observation comfort. The touch screen is 

sensitive and easy to operate,which greatly improves the work 

efficiency. 
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Electric joystick + touch screen virtual joystick 

The electric joystick is matched with the touch screen virtual joystick to 

contrai the probe move accurately,providing a better contrai 

experience.Tum on the probe coordinate display function to observe 

the current bending angle of the probe in real-time.Users can also 

configure mechanical joystick as required. 
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1,000,000 pixel HD industrial camera 

With built-in high-quality image sensor,the image quality is clearer and 

more delicate,showing rich details,the video image is smoother,and the 

picture has no delay and drag,which is convenient for rapid and 

accurate identification of subtle defects. 

High quality photosensitive 
lens and sensor 

Rotating shooting (with afterimage) C68 Rotation shooting (no afterimage) 

Knob type multifunction key 

The unique design of knob type multifunctional key (patented) makes 

it easier to switch and set menu functions. 
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2.Super High Performance

Remote contrai module (optional) 

The expandable remote contrai module contrais the host through the 

terminal to facilitate the effective transmission of information and remote 

and efficient cooperation. 

Remote contrai module 

Terminal contrai hast 

Expandable large storage space 

The host memory is 2GB,and the standard storage space is 16GB, 

which can be expanded to 64GB, with larger storage space and faster 

access speed.Equipped with 2-way USB interfaces,data can be stored 

through external USB disk. 

Four corner TPU rubber coated anti-collision design 

The four corners of the host adopt TPU rubber coated anti-collision 

design,with round and beauliful appearance,more shock and fall 

resistance,effectively strengthening the protection of the equipment, 

and more durable. 

3D measurement function (premium version) 

The binocular stereo imaging measurement system can measure the 

length,vertical,depth,and multisegment.The measurement accuracy 

can reach 0.01 mm and the error is s 5%. 
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